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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR 

Iremember years ago we use to think that we would be driving fl ying cars by 
the year 2020. Without a doubt the fi rst quarter of this year has been most 
eventful. 

We immediately got down to business and engaged with our stakeholders through 
the annual community liaison planning workshop to pave a way for ongoing 
engagements. This was soon followed by the excitement of our bi-annual Family 
Days. We hosted visitors on site from near and far. We were also excited by the 
technological advances alongside those of our talent pipeline.

Through all the challenges that we face it’s good to see Team SAPREF never 
losing sight of the need to be of service to others.  Our retirees’ involvement in 
community projects is inspiring and challenges all of us to be of service to our 
communities. The donation of SAPREF’s own PPE stock to neighbouring clinics 
was an indication of how this organisation quickly responds to the needs of its 
communities.

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought the world to a standstill and has challenged 
us to adjust to the new normal. With most staff working from home, the refi nery 
has kept going in order to keep the essential services going. 

Now more than ever, the step change towards sustainability that our MD; Victor 
Bester talks about is needed as our business prepares for the “new normal” 
after the COVID-19 pandemic. 

I hope you will enjoy reading this issue as much as our team has enjoyed putting 
it together for you.

Stay SafeMpume



Victor Bester, SAPREF Managing Director reflects on the journey ahead.

The archives of history are filled with people taking 
bold moves that changed the course of history. So too, 
SAPREF Managing Director Victor Bester is looking to 

implement step changes  to ensure the sustainability of a 
business that is critical to the economy of Durban and the 
South African economy.

Victor shares with Columns readers some of the bold 
moves already blowing in change at SAPREF.

ON OVERCOMING COMPETITIVE CHALLENGES:

“Exposure to rising global prices and tighter refining 
margins, together with reliability challenges and 
increased sustain capital prwoject spend, has 
meant that SAPREF is competitively challenged. 
We see many examples of business bail outs 
which are not sustainable erode the confidence 
of shareholders and create an environment of 
uncertainty for everyone involved in the business 

environment. At SAPREF, we talk openly about 
our bottom line so that every person working here 
understands how their actions impact on this 
bottom line. This will remove uncertainty for our 
shareholders, our people and the economy.

ON BECOME A RELIABLE SUPPLIER:

We want to be the most reliable supplier of refined 
products in South Africa so that shareholders can deliver on 
market requirements. We are implementing an asset-lead 

operating model where each zone will be accountable 
for how it optimises its available assets to align with the 
refinery’s deliverables.

ON CHANGING BEHAVIOURS:

Organisational change must be led by the leaders of a 
business, who are empowered to implement the agreed 
vision. We have introduced the Programme Management 
Office structure, with six strategic levers to spearhead 
these changes. Each lever will have a dedicated team 
and sponsor, responsible for implementing these 
changes. Together we will strive for safe, reliable and 
profitable operations.

ON MAKING A CASE FOR CHANGE:

The changes are an evolution definitely not a revolution, 
building up from past successes and failures. The future 
is in our hands and we want to be able to hand over a safe, 
reliable and profitable business to future generations, so 
that we too will be remembered for playing our part in 
sustaining the refinery.

Step Change Towards 
Sustainability

The changes are an evolution 
definitely not a revolution, 

building up from past successes 
and failures.
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liquids refi nery so being at SAPREF gives me an appreciation 
of how crude oil refi neries work.

I am excited to lead the implementation of the PMO since Dec 
2019. In February this year, I had the opportunity to present 
the concept to our shareholders Shell and BP. We were assured 
of their support in bringing this strategy to fruition and need 
everyone on-site to come on board and be part of this journey 
to achieve the right performance.

What keeps you busy out of work?

My Family. I met my wife, Pensilla, in Secunda and we have 
walked a similar career path. We have two children, Arian and 
Tia who are in primary school, and keep us busy. When we are 
not caught up with school activities, we try to spend our time 
visiting new places, local and abroad.

Business Insider is my go-to website to keep on top of what is 
happening locally and internationally. Their daily newsletter is 
almost a cheat sheet into what is driving the world’s economics 
at a glance.

What would people be surprised to know about you?

Although I am an introvert, I do try to bring light to any situation 
with my rather dry sense of humour. I am also the kind of guy 
who will take a picture of almost anything that will help capture 
a moment in time worth remembering. I am also quite calm 
and collected in times of trouble! 

THE MAN LEADING SAPREF’S 
PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT OFFICE (PMO)

Picture: Ashley Billat

Business Insider is my go-to website 
to keep on top of what is happening 
locally and internationally

Columns uses this opportunity to introduce readers to 
Ashley Billat who is spearheading the implementation of the 
Programme Management Offi ce (PMO) earmarked as the 
cornerstone of SAPREF’s mission to reach  Vision 2025. 

THROUGH SAFE, RELIABLE AND PROFITABLE OPERATION WE WILL 
BE THE BEST REFINERY IN SOUTH AFRICA AND BE COMPETITIVELY 
PLACED AGAINST REFINERIES IN ASIA PACIFIC, THUS REMAINING 
A PARTNER OF CHOICE TO OUR EMPLOYEES, SHAREHOLDERS AND 
OUR COMMUNITY.

Six strategic levers were identifi ed, each of which with their 
lead. 

THEY ARE:
•  PEOPLE CAPABILITY - LINDIWE KHUZWAYO
•  TURNAROUND IMPROVEMENT - CARLOS GAMIO 
•  EFFICIENCY - SIHLE MADLALA 
•  RELIABILITY - SARAS MOODLEY 
•  SAFETY AND INTEGRITY - NANCY XABA 
•  RIGHT KIT - ASHLEY SCHEEPERS 

Meet Ashley Billat,  the driver of the new strategic levers

What was your career before SAPREF?

I joined Sasol Synfuels in Secunda, Mpumalanga where I 
spent 14 years before joining Sasol Satellite Operations in 
Johannesburg for three years. Most of my time was spent 
as a Maintenance Manager, but with additional exposure to 
Technology Management and Projects.. I was also seconded 
to Sasol North America (in Baltimore, not at Lake Charles) 

SAPREF’s PMO, established in December 2019, is a continuous improvement journey to enable the refi nery to achieve its Vision 2025 objectives towards Safe 
Reliable and Profi table Operation.

- where I worked in the Reliability department on a short-term 
assignment.

What has your career path been at SAPREF? 

I joined SAPREF in April 2018 as part of the Turnaround team 
and it has  been a steep learning experience. Sasol, is  a coal-to-
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When SAPREF needed a new sulphur analyser 
for the Marine Fuel Oil (MFO) transfer line from 
the refinery to Island View, only one company 
overseas had the instrument. Due to time 
constraints and looking at opportunities to save 
costs a decision was taken to explore the use of 
technology.

 

Nkosi Makhathini, QMI Engineer, explains, “As 
we could not attend the factory acceptance test 
in person, we arranged for live video streaming 
to get a demonstration of the product, which 
included asking of any questions and queries 
we had about the analyser, its calibration and 
its performance in our required application. The 

installation was done as part of the International 
Maritime Organisation (IMO) drive for cleaner 
fuel oil and it has been commissioned and 
monitored since late last year.”

Demla Reddy, Project Development 
Technologist, added, “This analyser measures 
sulphur in the marine fuel blend and helps 
schedulers to optimise the blend to the sulphur 
limit, thereby minimising giveaway of diesel to 
marine fuel and is a first at SAPREF for heavy 
grade products. It has been working very well 
since it was installed by our QMI department, 
led by Roelof van Rensburg, who also liaised 
with the overseas supplier using technology.”

USING TECHNOLOGY FOR EFFICIENCY

Business Analyst Sujana Sridharan 
from Shell in Chennai, India was one of 
SAPREF’s many visitors during the first 
quarter of 2020.

 

She got the opportunity to do more 
than merely discuss financial facts and 
figures even though the purpose of her 
visit was to engage with the SAPREF 
finance team.

Sujana says, “This was my first visit 

to a refinery and I jumped at the 
opportunity to go on a safety walk, led 
by Raj Hooblal. I had to first complete 
the safety induction and then don all 
the required PPE – which I quickly 
realised is not easy to wear, but critical 
for one’s safety.”

 

“Thank you SAPREF for the warm 
reception and willingness to share 
information,” adds Sujana.

SAPREF LINKS WITH CHENNAI 

Picture: Roelof van Rensburg Picture: Nkosi Makhathini

Picture: Sujana Sridharan from Shell  and Raj Hooblal. 
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Twenty-three not for profit organisations, including a 
school, Ward 66, municipal clinics and Area Based 
Management (ABM) representatives, attended the 

annual SAPREF Community Liaison Forum (CLF) Strategic 
Review workshop, held on 7 February. All the organisations 
are mandated representatives operating in refinery fence-
line communities. 

As part of the review, members reflected on the Career 
Guidance project, which is now in its fourth year. The 
project, run in collaboration with the Blue Roof Life Centre 
and the South Durban ABM, enables high school learners 
to explore career options. Each year the programme is fine-
tuned. In 2019 people already established in their various 

careers, shared with learners what that career path entailed. 
“This was highly rated by learners and we will expand on 
this so that learners have a wide spectrum of exposure to 
different careers. We, therefore, encourage you to contact 
us if you are able to engage with the learners about your 
particular career,” urges Mhlengi Sigampu, a representative 
of the Lamontville Thembalethu Care Centre and active 
facilitator in the project. Health assessments are also part 
of the project.

This year’s review workshop concluded with an informative 
presentation by representatives of the National Lottery 
Commission (NLC) who enlightened members on the do’s 
and do not’s of applying for funding from the Lottery. Some of 

these included: complete all the forms and submit required 
documentation - none of which require the engagement of 
third party agents to complete. Beware of scams - applicants 
are never required to pay any money to NLC for their funding. 

CLF representatives recommitted themselves to working 
together with each other and with SAPREF to continue 
with the Career Guidance project, to monitor and track key 
performance indicators during the year and to explore other 
projects that could be duplicated in each of the six fence line 
communities. Sustainable Development Manager: Mpume 
Mbambo, thanked members for their active participation 
in the forum and for their roles as change agents in their 
communities. 

STATEGIC WORKSHOP ENGAGES COMMUNITIES FOR CHANGE 
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Mathematics is perceived to be difficult and yet 
everyone applies it in their everyday life in one way 
or another.

However, with Mathematics educators not all being 
comfortable with the subject matter, learners find it 
discouraging and many opt rather to study Maths Literacy 
instead of pure Maths despite the latter opening the doors to 
professions like engineering, science, accounting, medicine 
etc.

Thulani Majola, former SAPREF Materials and Corrosion 
Engineer, who calls himself the father of Plant Degradation 
Management (now Risk Based Inspection) and Inspection 
Data Management System (now Inspection Management 
System) who retired in March 2018, has made it his mission 
to share his love of Mathamatics with High School children. 

Thulani has been teaching Maths on Saturdays since 2012 
during his SAPREF days.

He says, “My command of Maths was a way out of poverty 
and into a career which was financially rewarding. I ensured 
that all my children did not fear Maths, and my son Thoba, 
a Wits Chem-Eng graduate, is currently based at Shell 
Houston as a SAPREF expatriate. He is living proof that 
knowing Maths is a springboard to the world.”

“Now that I am retired, I have more time to share my love 

of Maths and give back to communities knowing that Maths 
is critical for analytical thinking and crucial to growing our 
economy,” adds Thulani.

Thulani spends four afternoons days a week at the Dr. 
Nembula High School in Adams Mission giving extra Maths 
lessons to more than 100 Grade 10, 11 and 12 learners. 
Saturday mornings are reserved for about 50 Grade 11 

Picture: Thulani Majola gives Maths classes on Saturday morning at the Kwa-Makhutha High School

learners at the Kwa-Makhutha Comprehensive High School.

 

“I am also grateful to SAPREF for also supporting retirees 
involved in the Corporate Social Investment SERVE 
programme by providing learners with stationery.  Anyone 
interested in coming to share their skills with my learners 
would be welcome”, says Thulani whose e-mail address is 
majolath@live.com.

THULANI IS MAKING MATHS EASY TO UNDERSTAND

We envisage a SAPREF that 
is not just the best refinery 
in Southern Africa but rather 
a world- class refinery.
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A successful collaboration between SAPREF, 
local government, and the Bluff Municipal 
Clinic has begun. The programme launched 
at Island View (SAPREF Site 3) will be 
offering Wellness services  to Learners, 
Interns and Service Providers at the site. 

The Wellness programme is named 
SAPHILA meaning ‘We are Well’. 

The Clinic, which is represented on the 
Community Liaison Forum by Clinic 
Manager Fikie Tsekiso, shared, “The range 
of services will include Blood pressure 
and sugar testing, TB and HIV testing, 
pregnancy support, referrals for other 

conditions as well as health education 
talks. This partnership gives us another 
opportunity to promote primary health care 
services as well as encouraging people to 
practice healthy lifestyles.”

Third year Operations Intern Nobuhle 
Mthembu said, " We are thrilled to have this 
service available at Island View as it means  
we won't have to waste time and money 
travelling to the refi nery to access services."

This is  an extension of an already existing 
outreach service at the refi nery that SAPREF 
is conducting supported  by the Isipingo 
Municipal Clinic.

SAPHILA: PARTNERING 
FOR WELLNESS 

As part of SAPREF CSI during 
the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
organisation donated 4000 
masks, 100 goggles, 200 goggles 
from our refi nery stock to two 
Refi nery fence line clinics. The 
initial recipients being ISIPINGO 
and Bluff clinics with more clinics 
earmarked to receive donations.

In attendance at the handovers 
was Sustainability Development 
Manager Mpume Mbambo who 
re-iterated the MD words that, 
“the clinics play a critical role in 
the neighbouring communities 
and that it is important to assist 

the clinics with tools to make their 
work easier to execute.”

The two clinics work very closely 
with the refi nery in providing 
SAPHILA services weekly to 
SAPREF sites. 

The donation came at an 
opportune time as the health 
sector had a nationwide crisis of 
Personal Protective wear. During 
this pandemic SAPREF has been 
very intentional in ensuring that 
we keep going so that frontline 
workers can keep going.

SAPREF DONATES COVID-19
PPE TO LOCAL CLINICS

Picture: Island view collegues at the Saphila Launch

Picture: Mpume Mbambo and Xolile Chiya at  Isiphingo Clinic. 
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 COVID-19 SAPREF REACTION TIMELINE
Since the country had its fi rst Covid 19 infection SAPREF has actively taken steps to insure that the site is secure and risk is 

minimised. This has been done with the intention to protect our employees, contractors  and fl attening the curve country wide.

 COVID-19 SAPREF REACTION TIMELINE

SAPREF 
introduces 

travel & visitor 
restrictions. 

Started 
Internal 

COVID-19 
awareness.
campaign 

First Covid-19 
case is 

reported in 
South 
Africa.

Non-critical 
and high risk 
employees 

working from 
home.

24 hour 
medical 

clearance by 
clinic prior to 
entering site.

President
announces 

National State of 
Disaster.

President
announces 
Lockdown.

Temperature 
testing at the 

gate.

Masks and 
sanitisers at 
all critical 

points.

Launch 
Mobile

 information 
site for 

employees.
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Nolwazi Khumalo is one of 18 
Maintenance Interns who secured 
permanent positions as Artisans, 
Technicians and Scopers at 
SAPREF. 

They started in their positions on  
1 March 2020.  

Nolwazi said, “We are proud to be 
part of the fi rst crew of Maintenance 
Interns taken on board at SAPREF 
, and we have now completed 

our inservice, apprenticeship 
and internship in the various 
maintenance disciplines. SAPREF 
has equipped us with high quality 
education and skills, and we now 
have the  opportunity to work for 
the company. This will defi nitely 
change our lives and the lives of 
our families. I recognise too the 
value of paying forward, and are 
eager to help and develop other 
trainers on their journey.”

Graduate Engineer (GE) Muhammadh 
Sajjaad Ali is an archetype of SAPREF’s 
vision to ‘Grow its people’.

He says, “SAPREF has been my home for the 
past seven years. As a Grade 10 learner at 
the Isipingo School, I was awarded a school 
scholarship as part of the SAPREF Talent 
Pipeline Project. Armed with a good Matric 
pass, I applied for the SAPREF bursary 
which enabled me to complete a Bachelor 
of Science) degree in Chemical Engineering 

MAINTENANCE INTERNS 
SECURE EMPLOYMENT 

Picture: New Maintenance team 

members. 

SEVEN YEAR JOURNEY WITH SAPREF

Picture: Muhammadh Sajjaad Ali, Nombuso 

Msomi, Nalendri Govender, Saireesha Moodley 

and Abdul Vawda.

at the University of Kwa-Zulu Natal (UKZN) in 
2019.

“Throughout the years, SAPREF provided 
mentorship and support, and the opportunity to 
do vacation work for two years. With hundreds of 
other hopefuls, I applied for a GE position, and 
am thrilled now to have secured this. This journey 
has defi nitely been a dream come true for me, and 
I acknowledge SAPREF for making this possible.”

Muhammadh is one of fi ve GEs who secured 
positions at SAPREF in 2020. Two of the others 
were also part of the Talent Pipeline, and all fi ve 
of the GEs come straight from university and were 
SAPREF bursary holders.
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Don’t be surprised if your child thinks all 
you do at work is play and have fun. This 
is the impression they might have left with 
after attending our  Family Days on the 
29th  February and 07th  March 2020.

Family days take place every two years. 
They are  an opportunity for staff to bring 
their families to work and for Team SAPREF 
to spend a day together having nothing but 
fun. Speaking at the family day, Managing 
Director, Victor Bester said, “We thank you 
SAPREF families for sharing your loved 
ones with us every day. We know that many 
times they have to miss family functions 
and events, especially when called out to 
deal with unplanned incidents on site.”

The event was packed with activities for 
attendees of all ages. These included: - 
A Spa for the ladies, a man cave for the 
gents, inflatables with different activities, 

science show, magicians, stilt walkers to 
name but a few. A visit at SAPREF would 
not be fun without the famous “Refinery 
Tour”, lines were winding as kids wanted 
to see the refinery, and receive a pleasant 
surprise when they got to the fire display.

As the activities winded down and children 
were having their lunch this presented 
the perfect time for family competitions, 
Karaoke, So You Think You Can Dance and 
the Inaugural Mr SAPREF pageant. 

After the two Family Days, SAPREF ran a 
kids’ competition for a children to write 
about their experiences at the 2020 
Family Day. The winner of this competition 
gets the much enjoyed hover board that 
was played at the Family Day as we needed 
to find a new home for it. Thank you to all 
who participated in this competition.

FUN IN THE SUN 
AT THE FAMILY DAY 
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My SAPREF Family Day was the most fun filled and exciting day that even I didn’t expect.

My name is Lethokuhle and I am 12 years old, so you could just guess that I automatically 
thought this was not going to be as fun as I anticipated but boy was I wrong. It started out 
with the venue displaying all the tents and the different coloured gaming inflatables. 

Then followed delicious food, the goodies that made us way cooler than when we came in, the 
entertainment and of course my highlight of the day was the stage which made me and 
dad realised I was destined for. 

Eventually I went inside the largest marquee I think I had seen, which was listed as the Main 
Marquee which hosted majority of the entertainment and at the right time I came in when 
it was time for the magic show. I tried to do the one magic trick at home with a water 
bottle and tissue which didn’t go as planned.

My main highlight though was when I got to sing Lovely by Billie Ellish. Everybody gave me a 
standing ovation and clapped so much I felt like a celebrity. A couple whose daughter does 
backing
vocals for many celebrities even told my dad I had such a beautiful voice that they exchanged 
numbers so I could meet their daughter and my talent could be taken seriously. 

Back home we have a music studio because my dad does music for fun as a hobby. I was 
never a part of that hobby nor the music but because my dad was super excited and proud 
of me that after the SAPREF Family Day. My daddy makes me practice my music.

LETHOKUHLE’S 
FAMILY DAY EXPERIENCE

Competiton Winner

My SAPREF Family Day was the most fun filled and exciting day that even I didn’t expect.
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As part of the SAPREF employee 
development, some have chosen 
to be part of the famous SAPREF 

TOASTMASTERS CLUB. The club is used 
by the members to hone a number of skills 
such as Public speaking, Leadership skills 
and dealing with stage fright. 

The club’s theme for 2020 launch was 
‘Personal vision – Being adequately prepared 
for the collision of Opportunity and Time’. 
This speaks to our focus on developing one’s 
personal vision by knowing where you are 
going and what you need to do to get there, 
having a clear understanding of what life 
looks like from YOUR eyes. 

Toastmasters is a non-profit educational 
organisation that teaches through clubs 
worldwide. It boasts a 358 000 membership 
and 16 800 clubs worldwide.  The SAPREF 
club is mentored by Brian Moore, who avails 
himself timeously and also involves other 
experienced toastmasters on his SAPREF 
visit to encourage and share experience with 
the SAPREF club. 

The newly elected club President Nonjabulo 
Dladla shared her excitement by saying, 
“Although my day to day job is working 
with numbers, being a good communicator 
is critical in my role and most would 
agree, in whatever position one holds in a 
company. Being a member of Toastmasters 
and now President of our club is a platform 
to continually grow one’s confidence in 
speaking in public as well as cultivating key 
leadership skills.”

SAPREF ENCOURAGES EMPLOYEE 
CONFIDENCE THROUGH TOASTMASTERS

Thobile Jali, Mkateko Masingi, Ruan De Swart (back), Nomsi Gubane and Brian Mthimkhulu Moore (Toastmaster’s director).

Toasmasters President, Nonjabulo Dladla. Jayne Whittaker, Patiswa Jwacu and Nomfundo Msani. 
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When vacation student, Sivalingam (Siva) Govender joined 
SAPREF on 1 December 1976, he could not have envisaged that 
44 years later he would have a world map on his wall at home 
marked with all the places that he has travelled to and worked in. 

Siva retired on 28 February 2020 in the position of Technology 
Manager.

He shares some of his career and life over these four decades. 

“South Africa and SAPREF in 1976 was very different to what 
they are today. The Soweto uprising was the catalyst for political 
change in the country that provided stimulus for further changes 
at the refi nery too, albeit a bit slower than some of us wanted. 
Not only was the workplace transformed, we also saw big projects 
introduced at SAPREF that regularly changed the refi nery skyline 
and I had the good fortune to be part of SAPREF’s evolving 
journey into the 21st century having served in many different 
roles in the technology and production arenas. 

“In 1998, SAPREF sent me on assignment to SHELL in Holland 
where my family and I spent four enjoyable years making the 

most of this experience abroad soaking up the change in weather, 
scenery, languages, food and cultural differences. 

“I returned to SAPREF in 2002, as Technical Manager. Five years 

later, I left SAPREF to work with SHELL in Asia Pacifi c region 
based in Malaysia and later moved to Bangalore, India where 
I helped establish SHELL’s 3rd Technology Centre. Since 
my return in 2016, I have held the position of Improvement 
Programme Manager for a brief spell before taking on role of 
Technology Manager – ending my long journey on a high note 
having satisfi ed most of my aspirations!

“I leave knowing that the refi nery is in safe hands and is well 
equipped to face the future. I will always remember and be 
inspired by Team SAPREF’s ‘can do’ attitude. I will certainly miss 
the friendly chats and the odd game of Thunee during lunch. 

“There are lots of places on my world map that I still want to 
mark. One of these is the El Camino de Santiago Pilgrimage Walk 
in Spain, where I hope to follow in the footsteps of thousands 
of people who have walked this way over the centuries.  I am 
planning to walk a short section through the picturesque 
countryside.

“I will forever be grateful to SAPREF for providing me with a 
lifetime of challenging and enriching learning experiences. 
Looking back, I could not have hoped for a more rewarding 
career!” I wish you all a very bright and prosperous future,” 
concludes Siva.

RETIREMENT MAPPED OUT FOR SIVA

Lisa Klopper, who retired at the end of February as the Offi ce 
Services Contracts Lead and Supervisor left SAPREF proud of 
her involvement in the initial establishment of the Enterprise 
Development (ED) Benefi ciary companies at SAPREF.

Lisa says, “As part of the Broad Based Economic Empowerment 
codes, I was made the Contract Holder for several ED companies – 
among them Sikkim Café (a Halaal catering company), Mahlase (a 
cleaning company), Brightspark Shopfi tters and Zamani Transport 
– Most of which are women owned and operated. These companies 
have grown and fl ourished and I am delighted to have been a part 
of this and to see them grow.

“My journey at SAPREF began in 2008 as a contractor, and I 
became a permanent staff member the following year. Having 
secured a permanent job gave me the opportunity to stay in 
Durban and raise my two sons – the other option would have 

been to relocate to Bloemfontein!   At SAPREF I will probably be 
remembered for my straight talking no nonsense approach and in 
putting things into action quickly that needed to be done,” says 
Lisa.  “I may have also hurt feelings or stood on toes along the way, 
for which I humbly apologise.

“My retirement will be fi lled with beads and art as I will now have 
time to expand my creative side. I wish SAPREF well as it forges 
ahead on its Vision 2025 journey and I am proud to have been 
able to have played some small part in the company’s successes 
and changes,” shares Lisa.

Busisiwe Sibisi, owner of Mahlase, wishes Lisa well saying, “We 
will defi nitely miss your mentorship, coaching, support and 
guidance, as well as your faith in us to do the right thing. Be 
sure that we will keep our boat afl oat and will continue full steam 
ahead. We will miss you.” 

LISA LEAVES A LEGACY
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Changed your address?
Pensioners, has your address changed? 

Email us at public@sapref.com so that we can amend our mailing list.
Submit your stories to communications@sapref.com

Columns is the in-house magazine of SAPREF, the Shell and BP South 
African Petroleum Refi neries (Pty) Limited, Durban, South Africa.
For more information on SAPREF, visit www.sapref.com.

ISO 14001 REGISTERED
SAPREF 
is proud 

to have achieved 
ISO 9001 & 
ISO 14001

certification

SAPREF Toll-free number: 0800 3300 90

After spending many years together as SAPREF colleagues, 
SAPREF retirees are now formally taking their Pensioners’ 
Association to the next level in an effort to support each other 
in the next phase of their lives.

Ernest Molotsi, who has always been a civically active member 
of society when he worked at SAPREF, is committed to 
working with the enthusiastic Pensioners’ Steering Committee 
to make the Association a successful entity.

The committee members are: Musa Dlamini, Kalvin Jones, 
Baker Moodley, Sagren Naidoo and Des van der Merwe.

Ernest said, “In February I had a meeting with SAPREF HR 

Manager, Lindiwe Khuzwayo, and proposed a number of key 
deliverables for the Association. We are now in the process of 
formalising these.”

“The plan is to launch the Association’s Constitution in May. 
This is a work in progress project, and we welcome all our 
retirees to add, amend and contribute to establishing the fi rst 
ever SAPREF’s Pensioners’ Association,” adds Ernest.

“You own it, so do come on board to make it a success,” urges 
Ernest. “We are especially looking to our retired ladies to join 
the Committee.”

Contact Ernest on lion@websurfer.co.za.

Congratulations to the following SAPREF 
colleagues for their long service achieved 
during January, February and March 2020.

Long Service Awards

20 YEARS
Hementh Domanlall

Petros Kweyama

Vincent Ntshiza

Rotating Equipment Technician

Field Operator

Blender

15 YEARS
Lindani Mhlongo

Marlynee Nadasen

Khombisile Sithole

Process Technician

SHEQ Co-ordinator

Laboratory Technician

10 YEARS
Bilal Essop

Sihle Mkhize

Khayalethu Radebe

Rhoda Moodley

Nashika Maharaj

Nancy Xaba

Sabelo Mbatha

Reuben Alexander

Zamile Majola

Xolani Luthuli

Demla Reddy

Turnaround Co-ordinator

Process Technician

Team Leader

Area Specialist

Project Development Technician

Materials & Corrosion Engineer

Instrument Supervisor

Area Specialist

Area Specialist

Area Specialist

Project Development Technician

Honouring 
DedicationRETIREES TAKING CONTROL 

OF THEIR BUSINESS 

Picture: Baker Moodley,  Ernest Molotsi and Des van der Merwe.
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